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1. At the time when the summary of this presentation was

drafted there seemed to be a good understanding in the

Federal Republic of Germany of the future development

of the electrical generating capacity and the role

nuclear energy would play. We could assume, that the

uncertainties of the German nuclear programm were

mainly related to the uncertainties of future growth

of total industry and therefore of the anticipated

growth of electricity consumption. This uncertainty

in itself was big enough considering the world wide

recession of which - luckily - Germany was less hit

than many other countries. But nobody would and could

be able to make safe assumptions whether the recession

had been overcome and we were moving again towards

the accustomed growth figures. We ourselves were

and still are optimistic about the first but have
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reason to believe, that growth rates, especially

of electrical generating capacity, will not reach

the pre-recession figures of 7 - 8 %/a again in

Germany.

However any predictions we made on the future

development of nuclear energy and the role it would

play in comparison with other primary energies can

turn out in the near future to be completely wrong.

I don't think that ever before the future of an

industry of the size and importance of the German

nuclear industry was as uncertain and unknown.

2. In 1973, under the impression of what has been called

the oil energy crisis the official energy programme

of the Federal Republic asked for a total nuclear

Generating capacity of around 45.000 MWe in the year

1985. At the time this was a programme which was

economically justified and technically feasible. The

German nuclear industry - uranium companies, enrichment

and fuel element fabrication industrie, the reactor

vendors and the industry and companies involved in

the back-end of the fuel cycle - were prepared to

carry out a programme of this size. Because of the

already mentioned world wide recession which for the



German electrical industry practically meant a

two years stand still of consumption we should now

aim for a nuclear programme leading to some

35.000 1-IWe in 1985. However, public opposition

against nuclear energy, mainly based on safety

asoects has grown to an extent which makes it

almost possible to assume anything between zero

and the above mentioned 35.000 Ш е . We must

prepare ourselves for the possibility of a nuclear

moratorium which, even if lasting only for 2 - 3 years

would lead to a situation where in the mid eighties

only those nuclear power stations will contribute

to electricity generation which are now in operation

- 6.400 MWe - or under construction - 14.300 MWe -

giving a total nuclear capacity of just above

20.000 MWe in 1935, which only a few years ago was

thought to be in operation alsready in 1980. Let me

call this the "moratorium scenario" in the following

table - in comparison with the "original energy

programme scenario" and the "desirable scenario" after

the recession. The latter is the nuclear energy programme

officially announced by the Federal Republic of Germany

and extrapolated until the year 2000.



We would like to emphasize that we do not expect the

"moratorium scenario" but we cannot exclude it. Even

worse we cannot even completely exclude the possibility

that only thos-э reactors will be in operation in 1985

which are producing electricity now. This "horror

scenario" assumes a building stop of many years of

all nuclear stations presently under construction in

Germany. Studies recently performed in Germany indicate,

that although electricity production costs will rise

considerably under the "moratorium scenario" only

minor problems of security of electricity supply must

be expected, assuming that fossil fired stations can

be built in sufficient numbers. There is however

no doubt, that the "horror scenario" would lead to

considerable difficulties to supply the public with

electricity.

We, the electrical industry, are not considering

the possibility of closing down all nuclear power

stations - it would just mean chaos.

The following table assumes for all 4 scenarios

that at least starting in the mid eighties nuclear

power will play an important role again and that

electricity consumption will grow again at a (reduced)

rate of an average of 4 %.



Table I

Scenarios of nuclear electricity generating capacity in the

FRG (GWe) ;

Nuclear GWe in

A: original
programme
scenario

B: desirable
scenario

C: moratorium
scenario

D: horror
scenario

chaos

1980

20

14

14

6.4

—

1985

45

30

20.7

6.4

—

1990

70

53

40

20?

—

1995

100

76

63

40?

—

2000

140

100

87

64?

—

Table II

Scenarios of nuclear electricity generating capacity in the

FRG_J[relative_£ercentac[es)^

Nuclear
capacties
(% of Scenario A)

j
Scenario A

Scenario В

Scenario С

Scenario D

1980 1

100

70

70

32

1985

100

67

46

14

1990

100

76

57

29

1995 1

100

76.
/

63

40

2000

100

71

62

46



Present uncertainties are best demonstrated in Table II

showing that in 1985 total nuclear capacity could be

as low as 14 % of what only 3 years ago seemed to be

the necessary and achievable German nuclear programme.

3. German utilities have concluded 33 enrichment contracts

with all suppliers offering their services at the moment:

USERDA, Techsnabexport (Russia), EURODIF (France) and

URENCO (UK, Netherlands and Germany). These long term

contracts supply about 35 GWe with the required enrich-

ment services, a nuclear capacity we will not reach

until 1986/87 (Scenario B) or even later. This means,

that Germany will not be a potential market for

enrichers again until the early eighties assuming a

five year lead time between conclusion of an enrichment

contract and first deliveries.

Diversification of supply of enrichment services was

only possible to a very small extent because when USERDA

started offering their long term fixed commitment

contracts a sell out of enrichment services started

with all potential suppliers and utilities were not

able to follow any policy of diversification but had

to contract when and where they could. The following

table 3 shows the result of this rush into enrichment

contracts in percentages of the individual suppliers

of German utilities.



Share of enrichment supplies of German Market (*i)

1977 197S 1979 1980 1381 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1983 1989 1990

US E3DA

URZNCO

EUP.ODIF

ITO5SR

0О9П

dcoand

60 53 59 55

47 41 45

62

2

-

36

37

18

-

45

47

19

-

33

42

33

3

22

37

33

8

22-

30

35

-

15

27

21

3

12

23

23

3

11

22

22

3

10

18

20

-

9

20 37 40 43 53

total

(t UTA) B00 1400 1200 1700 2L.00 2000 2700 3000 3300 4400 4400 5200 5300 5900

It is interesting to note, that the share of US ERDA,

until now 100 % of the German market, goes down to

about 1 fifth in 1990, slightly smaller than the

share of the centrifuge project URENCO. The dependence

on Russia reaches its peak between 1978 and 1982

where almost one half of German demand is delivered

by Techsnabexport. It is obvious, that there was a

strong desire on the side of German utilities to

rely as little as possible on American supply in the

years 73 to 82 until Western Europe can offer its

own enrichment services - This meant to depend with

almost. 50 % on Russia. The reason for this policy



was the sudden transition of the then USAEC from

vary flexible requirements contracts to extremely

unflexible fixed commitment contracts. Utilities

quite rightly refused as far as possible to con-

clude binding contracts many years before even

a decision was made to build a nuclear power station.

Recent developments in Germany resulting in the

present uncertainty about nuclear power will lead
t

to an even stronger incentif to look for as much

flexibility of enrichment services as possible,

We do not expect enrichment supply to become

a problem or bottle neck in the foreseeable future

for Germany's or Europe's nuclear power industry.

The European enrichment companies Eurodif and j
j
i

URENCO we believe will be able to provide sufficient

capacity and a commercial service. Build-up of

capacity in line with requirements and avoiding

expensive overcapacities may be more problematic.

4. Uranium supply should normally be discussed before

talking about enrichment. However, the obligation

under all enrichment contracts for a timely supply

of feed material makes requirements of natural



uranium dependend on the enrichment contracts rather

than the actual build up of nuclear generating

capacity. This is important to note because major

changes of the supply situation of natural uranium

have occurred in the past and may occur again only

as a consequence of the US enrichment policy. The

introduction of the above mentioned fixed commitment

enrichment contracts has been the main reason for

this sudden transition from a surplus to a scarity

situation only three years ago. Given the opportunity

to adjust their enrichment contracts again to their

actual needs ut i l i t ies would set free a substantial

araount of natural uranium.

The following table IV gives the uranium requirements

of Germany based on the present desired nuclear

programme (scenario B) and the present contractial

situation of enrichment. The numbers are based on

present t a i l s assays where known or 0.25 %.

Table IV

Uranium requirement of Germany (t U)
iwithout_recy_clingjDf_U_and_Pu)__

Year

t U

1977

2000

1980

4000

1985

7500

1990

10500

1995

14000

2000

18000



A number of factors influences uranium requirements.

The main factor and uncertainty naturally represents

the already discussed problem to make a reliable

prediction of the German nuclear power programme.

Other factors to be considered are the extent to

which the enrichers use the U 235 content of natural

uranium (tails assay), the availability of reprocessing

services and therefore of recovered uranium and

Plutonium for recycling and the introduction of

other nuclear systems with a different specific uranium

consumption (High temperature reactors, fast breeders).

"We have tried to establish the possible influence of

these factors and will give you the results in the

following table V for the year 1995. The uranium demand

of table IV (scenario B) is used as a base case.

Table V

German uranium requirements of year 1995 under

various assumptions (t U or %)

1. base case (scenario B)

2. scenario С

3. scenario D

4. tails assay 0.30 % U 238

5. tails assay 0.20 % U 238

6. with recycling of U*

7. with recycling of U and Pu*

3. 15.000 MWe HTR system

9. 15.000 MWe HTR system plus

7.500 MWe fast breeder 11.200 80

10. scenario С plus recycling of U and Pu

plus tails assay of 0.20 % U 238 8.500 61

*recovered U and Pu assumed to be available for recycling
5 years after loading of respective fuel

Ю

14.000

11.500

7.300

15.100

12.600

12.600

11.500

12.300

1

1

00

82

52

08

90

90

82

88



Obviously not all circumstances decreasing the uranium

demand will and can happen at the same time. For instance

excludes a substantial fast breeder programme recycling

of Plutonium but we shoald be prepared for a major

difference of projected and actual demand of natural

uranium in the future. This uncertainty will have to

be shared by the uranium producing industry and

utilities in a fair way.

5. Closing of the fuel cycle is the main problem at present

not only in Germany but also in almost all other

countries with a nuclear energy programme. Planning in

Germany is based on the assumption that reprocessing

of spent fuel is a necessity because of the following

reasons:

- the total amount of highly radioactive waste

is only about 5 % compared with a throw-away-

fuel cycle

- Plutonium is removed from the waste

- recovered uranium and Plutonium are valuable

fuel for reuse in the LWR-system and. reduce

the reprocessing costs considerably

- Germany as a country with practically no

own uranium resources cannot abandon the

fast breeder system because of its better

use of uranium by a factor of at least 60.
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Therefore we plan to build and operate an integrated

plant system for storage of spent fuel, reprocessing,

fuel manufacturing, waste conditioning and final waste

storage in a salt mine. The site for this plant system

has been selected in Gorleben in Lower Saxony and the

солоапу formed to build the plant, DWK, has prepared

and passed on the the licensing authorities the

safety report early April 1977. We hope to have a

first possitive reaction on the feasibility of this

integrated plant system by the advisary bodies on

nuclear safety in Germany in the autumn. If licensing

proceeds in accordance with our present planning the

reprocessing plant should be in operation by 1988/89

with storage ponds being available several years earlier.

Our present experience with construction permits of

nuclear power stations seems to make the above schedule

an optimistic one.

Based on Scenario В we must expect the following

quantities of spent fuel for reprocessing:

Table VI

S-oent_fuel_arisin2S_in_the_FRG_^t_U)_

vsar i

t U in year

cumulative
until year

1977

100

100

1980

270

750

1985

675

2.450

1990

1.350

7.800

1995

2.000

16.500
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You can see from this table, that by the year 1990 the

annual amount of fuel discharged from Germanie's nuclear

power stations reaches the planned capacity of the

reprocessing plant of 14 00 t/a. However, almost

8.000 t U of spent fuel will have been accumulated in

storage ponds until this year unless further reprocessing

services can be provided in the next years by United

Reprocessors or its Shareholders Cogema and BNFL

respectively. V7e are negociauing new reprocessing

contracts both for the period between now and 1979

and the eighties where Cogema and BNFL intend to

build new plants. These additional services will

reduce the necessity and capacities of intermediate

storage facilities which Germany will have to build

in any case.

In conclusion we would like to emphasize:

- Uncertainties of the German nuclear power programme

are bigger than ever before

- We do not expect any major problem for German

utilities to obtain the required enrichment services.

European enrichers, however, must adjust capacity

planning to actual needs

- Uranium supply can be secured. The problem of uncer-

tainties of actual needs will have to be shared in a
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fair way between supply industry and utilities; one

possibility to be considered will be the build-up

of a substantial uranium reserve. Present political

difficulties of uranium exports especially from

Canada must be removed as quickly as possible

Closing the nuclear fuel cycle is a necessity for

Germany. Still existing problems can and will be

solved in time but a substantial amount of spent

fuel will have to be stored in intermediate storage

facilities.
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